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a b s t r a c t

Publish-subscribe is an increasingly popular messaging pattern for distributed systems, supporting scalable

and extensible programming, and optimal spatial, temporal, and control-flow decoupling of distributed com-

ponents. Publish-subscribe middleware and methods were extended towards supporting security, in partic-

ular confidentiality, and increased availability, yet a few prior works addressed anonymity of participants.

Anonymity of senders and receivers may however be crucial, e.g., for supporting freedom of expression in

regimes where political repression and censorship prevail. In this article, we review basic security and pri-

vacy requirements and introduce a new attacker model based on statistical disclosure, used to challenge

anonymity. We elaborate on design options for privacy-preserving publish-subscribe systems and present

a novel system that leverages peer-to-peer networking concepts; this novel approach protects subscriber

anonymity by means of Probabilistic Forwarding (PF) and through a novel so-called Shell Game (SG) algo-

rithm. We verify our solution against the requirements and provide a simulation-based analysis of the effec-

tiveness of our approaches in light of our attacker model. The results show that the SG algorithm efficiently

protects subscriber anonymity, and that anonymity sets can be adjusted via PF.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

Publish-subscribe (Pub-sub) drives many application in privacy-2

challenging environments, e.g., private car sharing systems or in a3

citizen journalism scenario in which participants could be subject of4

repression and political prosecution. Such a citizen journalism sce-5

nario matches micro-blogging services like Twitter.6

A pub-sub system disseminates information from producers (pub-7

lishers) to consumers (subscribers) using third parties, so-called bro-8

kers. Brokers store and match interests of subscribers (subscriptions)9

against publications from publishers, to forward the publications as10

notifications to subscribers.11

Existing solutions for secure and privacy-preserving pub-sub12

[1–5] only protect the confidentiality of the exchanged information,13

so that the content of messages is not leaked to curious attackers.14
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However, these systems do not protect the meta data of the commu- 15

nication such as the network IDs of publishers and subscribers—the 16

anonymity. 17

A dissident may for instance exchange encrypted information 18

with other dissidents (confidentiality). Communication meta data 19

however still reveals the fact that he communicates with dissidents 20

(no anonymity). This may already lead to political repression. 21

We therefore argue that a privacy-preserving pub-sub system 22

must protect confidentiality and anonymity as well. In our scenario, 23

once an attacker gets hold of one dissident’s encryption keys, other 24

dissidents may be easily tracked down if anonymity is not protected 25

as well. Furthermore, for application scenarios like citizen journalism, 26

content should be made available to a large audience, and therefore 27

does not allow for confidentiality in the first place. 28

To achieve anonymity in pub-sub, it is crucial to avoid topologies 29

with a central broker, because it would have full knowledge about 30

publishers and their subscribers. To protect anonymity, a pub-sub 31

system needs to distribute this brokering functionality onto all par- 32

ticipants. While the distribution of brokering functionality prevents 33

a single malicious participant from breaking anonymity, additional 34

measures are required to prevent large-scale colluding eavesdroppers 35

from inferring communication sources and sinks as publishers and 36

subscribers from message flows. 37
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Nodes in such distributed systems take multiple roles simultane-38

ously, namely the roles of publisher, subscriber, and broker. Informa-39

tion is disseminated from publishers, the root nodes in distribution40

trees, to subscribers in branch or leaf position. Additional nodes take41

over brokering functionality at branch positions and thus forward in-42

formation on behalf of other nodes. The leakage of information of43

such distribution trees to attackers must be prevented for anonymous44

pub-sub.45

The main contribution of this article is a distributed pub-sub sys-46

tem that is able to protect the confidentiality of the exchanged infor-47

mation as well as publisher and subscriber anonymity at the same48

time. In this context, we introduce two novel mechanisms to pro-49

tect anonymity in distributed pub-sub: Probabilistic Forwarding (PF)50

and the Shell Game (SG) algorithm. PF protects the anonymity of sub-51

scribers in leaf positions of dissemination trees by letting them for-52

ward received information probabilistically to other non-subscribed53

nodes. SG protects the anonymity of subscribers by shuffling dissem-54

ination trees via position swaps of adjacent nodes. For the evaluation55

of these two mechanisms, we introduce the model of an anonymity56

attacker structured along three dimensions: scope, interaction, and57

knowledge of secret. We evaluate our distributed pub-sub system via58

extensive simulations by exposing it to a strong attacker with global59

scope, passive interaction, and without secret knowledge. Our simu-60

lations results indicate that we can achieve a protection of subscriber61

anonymity close to the optimum anonymity according to the pre-62

sented metrics.63

The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 summa-64

rizes security and privacy requirements and introduces the model65

of the anonymity attacker. Section 3 discusses available technologies66

in the context of building blocks, followed by a discussion of exist-67

ing systems. In Section 4, we present our existing anonymous and68

distributed pub-sub system and introduce two new mechanisms for69

protecting the anonymity of subscribers: PF and SG. We evaluated70

this system extensively via simulation by exposing it to the attacker71

and summarize our major evaluation findings in Section 5. Finally,72

Section 6 concludes the article.73

2. Security and privacy in publish-subscribe74

In this section, we introduce a notation and a model for dis-75

tributed pub-sub systems. Furthermore, we discuss requirements76

for secure and privacy-preserving pub-sub and present an attacker77

model targeting the anonymity in such systems.78

2.1. Formal pub-sub system model79

A pub-sub system is established on top of a basic overlay that is80

a graph G := (V, E) with peers V and edges E ⊂ V × V. The set of at-81

tributes A represents user interests, e.g., the Twitter hashtag #tahrir.82

Per attribute a ∈ A, we have a set of subscribers Sa ⊆ V and a set of83

publishers Pa ⊆ V .84

On top of the basic overlay G and per attribute a ∈ A an anony-85

mous pub-sub system establishes an attribute mesh Ma := (Va, Ea).86

Ma that connects all subscribers Sa with all publishers Pa. To en-87

sure connectivity of Ma, P2P-based pub-sub systems, e.g., [3,4,6], dis-88

tribute the brokering functionality among all nodes in the basic over-89

lay. Nodes, which only take the broker role in an overlay Ma but not90

publisher and subscriber role, are called forwarders Fa. The set of all91

nodes in Ma is denoted by Va := Sa ∪ Pa ∪ Fa.92

Each node v ∈ V has different kinds of neighbors. N(v) as defined93

in Eq. (1) represents all neighboring nodes of v in the basic overlay94

G. The neighborhood N(v) can be further differentiated within an95

attribute overlay. In inbound neighbors N+
a (v) ⊆ N(v) (Eq. (2)) for-96

ward notifications regarding a to the local node v; outbound neigh-97

bors N−
a (v) (Eq. (3)) receive notifications regarding a from node v.98

N(v) = {w} : v, w ∈ V ∧ ((v, w) ∈ E ∨ (w, v) ∈ E) (1)

99

N+
a (v) = {w} : v, w ∈ Va ∧ (w, v) ∈ Ea (2)

100

N−
a (v) = {w} : v, w ∈ Va ∧ (v, w) ∈ Ea (3)

The messages exchanged in a pub-sub system are either of type 101

advertisement, subscription, or notification. An advertisement madv
a 102

for an attribute a is originated by a publisher p ∈ Pa and is dissem- 103

inated by following the edges E of the basic overlay. A subscription 104

msub
a is originated by a subscriber s ∈ Sa and establishes the set of 105

overlay edges Ea. A notification m
noti f
a is originated by a publisher p, 106

and only traverses edges in Ea. 107

2.2. Requirements for privacy-preserving pub-sub 108

Manifold requirement definitions for secure and confidential pub- 109

sub have been proposed, e.g., in [7,8]. We summarize these require- 110

ments and extend the anonymity definition .
Q3

111

2.2.1. Anonymity (privacy) 112

We define privacy in pub-sub as the combination of participant 113

anonymity and confidentiality. Both requirements are closely related, 114

since the lack of anonymity can lead to a violation of the confidential- 115

ity requirement and vice versa [9]. We use the set-based anonymity 116

definition of Pfitzmann and Hansen: “Anonymity of a subject (partic- 117

ipant) means that the subject is not identifiable within a set of sub- 118

jects, the anonymity set.” [10]. In a communication system, the maxi- 119

mum anonymity set is the set of all participants, e.g., all nodes V. Even 120

if an inside attacker compromises confidentiality, anonymity should 121

be still preserved. 122

Subscriber anonymity ensures that every subscriber can hide in an 123

anonymity set anonSet from the perspective of every attacker. An at- 124

tacker attempts to establish the minimal anonymity set containing 125

only subscribers, and thus disclosing these subscribers, for a given 126

attribute a from a set of attribute A. Thus, a pub-sub system meets 127

subscriber anonymity w.r.t. to an adversary adv, and a set size k, if 128

Eq. (4) holds. That is, the attacker cannot reduce any anonymity set 129

below the size of at least k participants. 130

∀a ∈ A : |anonSet(a)| ≥ k (4)

Publisher anonymity ensures that a publisher cannot be identified 131

within an anonymity set. Again, the size of the anonymity set pro- 132

vides a metric for the degree of the provided anonymity protection. 133

2.2.2. Confidentiality (privacy) 134

Information is kept and transmitted secretly between publishers 135

and subscribers. That is, no outsider can access notification content 136

(notification confidentiality), attributes (advertisement, subscription, 137

and notification confidentiality), and communication metadata. 138

2.2.3. Scalability 139

A pub-sub system has to remain scalable in terms of number of 140

supported nodes. For that, the overhead at single nodes should grow 141

at most proportionally with the node number. Overhead incurs in 142

terms of communication, computational, and memory overhead, and 143

has to be minimal. 144

2.2.4. Authenticity and integrity 145

Only authorized participants can send notifications. Moreover, au- 146

thenticity and integrity of messages can be verified. 147

2.3. Attacker model 148

An anonymity attacker on pub-sub systems can have different ca- 149

pabilities along the three dimensions: its activity level, its ability to 150

infiltrate the system, and his attack scope. Regarding its activity level, 151
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an attacker can be completely passive and thus only eavesdrops mes-152

sages. In contrast, an active attacker interacts with the system by153

modifying and spoofing messages. An internal attacker controls one154

or several malicious nodes within the system. Thus, he has knowl-155

edge about secrets, pseudonyms, and cryptographic keys, while the156

external attacker does not possess any secrets. The attacker is called157

global if it attacks on the basis of global network knowledge, and lo-158

cal or colluding if the attacker uses one or several colluding nodes for159

attacks.160

The often referred honest but curious attacker [1,8,11] maps to the161

passive attacker with local scope and without secrets. We require an162

anonymous pub-sub system to protect against an active insider with163

local scope [6] (malicious node), as well as against a passive external164

attacker with global scope. This combined attacker is more powerful165

than the honest but curious attacker, and resembles NSA-like capa-166

bilities, i.e., large scale traffic monitoring in combination with com-167

promised nodes. To extend our previous work, this article focuses on168

the passive external attacker with global scope.169

2.3.1. Global attacker170

The goal of this attacker is to break publisher and subscriber171

anonymity by monitoring all messages. One scenario for this attacker172

is intelligence organizations attempting to obtain network IDs of On-173

line Social Network (OSN) users communicating about a certain at-174

tribute. For that, these organizations monitor the message flow of175

many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to determine IP addresses of176

users using a certain attribute.177

This attacker remains passive as it does not manipulate messages,178

external as it does not possess a priori key material, and global as it179

can observe the full communication network. According to the sys-180

tem model (cf. Section 2.1), the attacker observes notifications mnotif,181

knows an attribute a without associated secrets, possess topology in-182

formation of the membership management G := (V, E), and attempts183

to learn Sa or Pa. The attacker can achieve this goal via statistical dis-184

closure attacks [12–14]. With them, the attacker discloses message185

sinks and nodes that remain persistent in Ma after overlay restruc-186

turings as subscribers.187

The attacker isolates Ma, e.g., by observing notification flows. As-188

suming a very strong attacker that also knows the amount of publish-189
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Fig. 1. Building blocks for anonymous pub-sub and their interdependencies (top). Cor-

relation with pub-sub actions (bottom).

technologies. Second, we summarize related work along these build- 212

ing blocks. 213

3.1. Building blocks 214

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the six building blocks and 215

their interdependencies. The membership management intercon- 216

nects nodes. The attribute localization facilitates the discovery of de- 217

sired information and is supported by matching that provides privacy- 218

protection on the basis of keys and cryptographic material derived 219

during key management. Afterwards, mechanisms for content distri- 220

bution ensure the delivery of the actual content. In the following we 221

briefly discuss each of these building blocks. 222

3.1.1. Membership management 223

The membership management ensures the overall connectivity of 224

the pub-sub overlay and it can be either centralized, decentralized, 225

or distributed. In a centralized membership management, a single 226

broker acts as intermediary (forwarder) between publisher and sub- 227

scriber. Decentralized systems make use of interconnected brokers, 228

so-called broker networks [15], and assign each node statically to 229

one of these brokers. Centralized and decentralized systems have the 230

drawback that one, or few nodes respectively, learn about all com- 231
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t 239

3 240

241

a 242

k 243

p 244
rs |Pa| and subscribers |Sa|, the attacker sets up a probability distri-

ution of all nodes Va. In case publishers and subscribers dominate

he overlay over forwarders, i.e., |Pa ∪ Sa| ÷ |Va| > 0.5, the attacker

mmediately breaks publisher and subscriber anonymity. In addition,

he attacker uses timing information to isolate so called leaf nodes via

essage flow from Ma Such nodes have no outgoing neighbors in Ma

N−
a (v) = {}). The attacker de-anonymizes such nodes as subscribers

mmediately in accordance with the overlay construction. We mea-

ure the attackers success via classification accuracy that is defined

s the ratio of correct classifications (true positives TP and true nega-

ives TN) among all classifications (TP, false positives FP, TN, and false

egatives FN), Equation (5). Thus, the global attacker succeeds for ac-

uracy > 0.5, i.e., it guesses publishers and subscribers better than a

oin flip. In terms of anonymity size [10], anonSet(a) determines the

et of nodes the attackers considers to be in Sa and Pa.
ccuracy = TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(5)

. Building blocks of anonymous publish-subscribe and related

ork

In this section, we discuss related work for anonymous pub-sub.

he design of anonymous pub-sub leaves many choices for founda-

ional technologies. We split anonymous pub-sub into six building

locks that enclose an elemental part of functionality each. In the fol-

owing, we first discuss these building blocks and their underlying

k 245
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unication relations, which violates anonymity. In distributed mem-

ership management, each node in the system can take the role of a

ublisher, subscriber, and broker simultaneously. This requires each

ode to run a membership management protocol that usually follows

P2P approach. The employed P2P approach can be either unstruc-

ured, e.g., SCAMP [16], or structured, e.g., Scribe [17]. Structured pro-

ocols cause less signaling overhead, but the structure they impose on

he resulting overlay can be exploited by an anonymity attacker.

.1.2. Attribute localization

After a pub-sub overlay is established by the membership man-

gement, nodes need to localize attributes within it by querying bro-

ers. A central broker that distributes attribute knowledge among

ublishers and subscribers, has global knowledge. In case such a bro-

er gets compromised, the anonymity of the system is broken. Split-

ing this knowledge on multiple brokers helps, but does not solve

he problem completely. When distributing brokering functionality

nto all peers, a distributed localization service is required that ei-

her places attribute knowledge at rendezvous nodes or that floods

he basic overlay with information on that attribute.

The usage of rendezvous nodes distributes attribute knowledge

qually among all nodes. However, only one node remains responsi-
le for each attribute and the attacker can attempt to monitor (global 253

assive attacker) or compromise (passive insider) this node to break 254

he anonymity for one attribute. Flooding eliminates this attack vec- 255

or, but results in higher signaling overhead [18,19]. 256

s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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3.1.3. Key management

To ensure confidentiality and authenticity of exchanged messages,

and thus to prevent the disclosure of any information that can break

anonymity, key management is crucial for anonymous pub-sub. Keys

and other cryptographic material, e.g., certificates, can be managed

either by a central Trusted Third Party (TTP) or by a hierarchy of

TTPs. When using a central TTP [20], anonymity can only be protected

when the TTP and forwarders do not collude. The combination of keys

and routing information can lead to the complete disclosure of par-

ticipants and their interests. Furthermore, as a TTP is a Single Point of

Failure (SPoF), a pub-sub system should not presume an online TTP.

Hence, the TTP is only involved once per joining participant for the

provisioning of the initial cryptographic material.

Rather than using a single TTP, keys can be also managed in a hier-

archy, e.g., via a separation of attributes in groups and subgroups [21]

a responsible TTP or TTP-role each.

3.1.4. Matching

After setting up the overlay and a localization service, notifica-

tions and advertisements have to be matched with subscriptions by

forwarders. Matching might easily violate the confidentiality of pub-

lishers and subscribers, i.e., expose their interests. A multitude of

techniques exist to implement the confidential matching between

subscriptions and advertisements/notifications. The simplest form of

matching is provided by using pseudonyms [22–24] or bloom filters

[8,25–27]. Both can be compared efficiently, but Bloom filters addi-

tionally allow for an aggregation of attributes. Order-preserving cryp-

tography [5,8,25,28] and Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) [4] can be

also applied for attribute matching. They also enable a comparison of

numerical values (greater than, less than, ...) and a text search (con-

tains keyword). Zero-Knowledge Proofs (ZKPs) can be used to prove

interest without revealing that interest [2], and seems to provide best

protection of confidentiality, but are also computationally expensive

and result in signaling overhead.

3.1.5. Community management

On top of the basic overlay provided by the membership man-

agement, nodes establish an additional mesh Ma per attribute a by

making use of the attribute localization and matching service. These

attribute meshes, or so-called communities, have to be maintained

and optimized according to certain optimization goals in the pres-

ence of node churn. Such optimization goals can be the efficiency of

the resulting mesh in distributing content, e.g., low delay between

publishers and subscribers [29].

3.1.6. Content distribution

Once attribute meshes are established, the content distribution

ensures the confidential delivery of authentic content while it needs

to preserve the anonymity and low signaling overhead at the same

time. The security of the content distribution strongly depends on

the key management and on the membership management. Thus, it

has to be considered in combination.

To distribute a notification, flooding Ma ensures delivery. With

unreliable membership management, additional anonymous gossip-

ing [30] can increase delivery reliability. However, modifications to

anonymous gossiping are required. For instance, knowledge of the

distance to the next publisher and subscriber should be avoided to

protect anonymity.

Regarding anonymity and confidentiality, notifications in content

distribution should not reveal more information than advertisement

in the attribute knowledge building block. For that, the content of

notifications must be encrypted. While symmetric cryptography is

fast, multilayer encryption such as onion routing [31], Multiple Layer

Commutative Encryption (MLCE) [32] must be considered with care

due to their computational overhead.
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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.2. Related work in anonymous pub-sub

Anonymity as a requirement in anonymous pub-sub has been first

ntroduced by Wang et al. [7]. In particular, they point out that pub-

ub may provide anonymity against the passive internal attacker, as-

uming each path between publisher and subscriber contains at least

hree nodes (cf. onion routing [33]) in the basic overlay. However,

nonymity protection remains in a theoretical stage. Furthermore,

hallenges of key management are not resolved as pairwise keys are

equired and key management is left as open.

Srivatsa and Lui [23] as well as Raiciu and Rosenblum [8] address

ey management and matching via an online TTP and pseudonyms.

owever, they require a central broker, or broker network respec-

ively, and thus cannot provide publisher and subscriber anonymity.

hen et al. [5] distribute the broker role, but leave key management

ut-of-band. Their approach uses a searchable ciphertext method for

atching.

At the same time, first Peer-to-Peer (P2P)-based approaches that

ddress key management as well as anonymity appeared, e.g., Shikfa

t al. [3,32] and Tariq et al. [4]. However, the overlay networks created

y these approaches still leak information that can be exploited by an

ttacker to break anonymity: with the approach of Shikfa et al., public

eys of several nodes leading towards the recipient are required to be

nown at all times (passive internal attacker, passive global attacker).

ence, the attacker can reason about the overlay position of the recip-

ent. With the approach of Tariq et al., subscribers learn about other

ubscribers with similar attributes (passive internal attacker).

Following these P2P solutions, further advancements have been

ade in the area of key management and matching, such as the

ork from Nabeel et al. [1,2] (homomorphic cryptography) and Di

rescenzo et al. [11] (oblivious transfer (OT)). These mechanisms

rotect anonymity and confidentiality against the internal attacker.

owever, message flows can be still attacked by the global passive

ttacker to break anonymity.

Summarizing the related work, none of them provides anonymity

o both, publisher and subscriber, against both, the global and the in-

ernal attacker, while still being scalable. Several systems, which pro-

ide confidentiality, depend on expensive key exchange mechanisms.

hus, scalability and minimal overhead requirements are not fulfilled.

one of those systems achieves all of the listed requirements at once.

. AnonPubSub

In this section, we describe our anonymous pub-sub system that

uilds up on a system formerly introduced by us in [6]. We signifi-

antly enhance this work by providing additional resistance against

n anonymity attacker that has global knowledge on all communica-

ion in the system. The former system provided anonymity protection

gainst an internal attacker with a very restricted view on the overall

ystem. To protect anonymity in the presence of the more powerful

lobal attacker, we introduce Probabilistic Forwarding (PF) and the

hell Game (SG) as two novel anonymity-preserving mechanisms for

ub-sub.

Fig. 2 shows an example for our system. We presume a basic over-

ay network that is established by a membership management ap-

roach. A key management ensures the exchange of cryptographic

aterial. On that basis, publishers (squares 1, 5) distribute attribute

nowledge via a basic overlay, so that subscribers (rhombuses 7,

) can match their interests. Afterwards, they establish an attribute

verlay by sending anonymity-preserving subscriptions via the basic

verlay to the publishers. As a result, all nodes on the subscription

ath will be included as brokers to the attribute overlay and thus will

otentially also include non-subscribers or forwarders (circles 3, 6)

The system ensures that the TTP is not involved in the actual mes-

age dissemination. Forwarders ensure a connected attribute overlay
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.11.004
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Fig. 2. Membership management (bottom), pub-sub overlay (middle),

ithout requiring publishers and subscribers to know each other, and

hus anonymity is protected.

To describe our system, the remainder of this section follows the

tructure of the building blocks on the right side of Fig. 2. Within

ommunity management, we introduce SG as novel approach for

nonymity protection. Within content distribution, we provide a

ovel adaptation of cover traffic (PF) to overlay networks, to protect

nonymity as well.

.1. Membership management

IP serves as communication protocol between peers for member-

hip management. The gossiping protocol SCAMP [16] maintains the

eighborhood, i.e., the set N(v) (cf. Function (1)). Successive building

locks use UDP over IP to ensure every packet is well controlled and

o undesired information leak occurs. Heartbeat messages between

eighbors support the detection of connection failures. Furthermore,

padding of these heartbeats creates a covert channel for succes-

ive building blocks. Heartbeats carry messages of the other building

locks. The padding prevents the global passive attacker from infer-

ing message type from size. As an exception, we allow content distri-

ution to send notifications outside of heartbeats. As a result, mem-

ership management does not restrict content distribution in terms

f delivery time, size, or rate.

.2. Key management

An offline TTP performs key management with access control. The

TP serves as trust anchor by providing joining nodes with keys to

ubscribe and to decrypt attribute content. Furthermore, it issues cer-

ificates for publishers, so that they can disseminate authenticated

ontent. The TTP has a secret private key skTTP and a public key pkTTP

hat is known by all participants.

Whenever a new publisher joins the system, he creates a se-

ret/public key pair (ska, pka), and obtains a certificate certa on his

ublic key pka from the TTP. Afterwards, the publisher can sign adver-

isements and notifications with ska and attaches certa. Hence, every

eceiving node can verify the authenticity of received advertisement

nd notification messages. In addition, the TTP hands out a key Ka to

ll publishers Pa and all subscribers Sa of attribute a. This key is used

or protecting the confidentiality of exchanged messages for attribute

ocalization, matching, and in content distribution. Hence, only legit-

mate nodes can subscribe to an attribute a and access the respective

ontent.

In addition to the keys provided by the TTP, neighboring nodes

n the established overlay exchange pair-wise keys to secure all

xchanged messages. As a result, every message looks different on

ach hop, thus impeding the analysis of the system from the outside.
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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unity (top). Square: publisher, rhombus: subscriber, circle: forwarder.

.3. Attribute localization

To localize attributes, knowledge on them needs to be distributed

n the system. For that, we flood the basic overlay G per attribute

with advertisement messages. Every advertisement contains an

ttribute pseudonym for matching as well as a novel transaction

seudonym to prevent basic overlay routing loops and to optimize

he resulting attribute overlay.

To construct an advertisement message, a publisher p ∈ Pa derives

n attribute pseudonym ta from attribute a by encrypting it with the

hared secret Ka, so that ta = {a}Ka
. In addition to ta, the publisher

reates a random transaction pseudonym, a nonce h, to distinguish

ultiple publishers for the same attribute and thus prevents over-

ay partitioning and loops. The publisher then attaches ta, h to the

dvertisement message madv, and sends the message to all its neigh-

ors N(p) in G. The transaction pseudonym allows nodes in G to re-

olve the challenges of duplicate detection and path length minimiza-

ion as illustrated in Fig. 3. Left: without global node identifiers, f1

ould not detect the loop without h. Right: f4 cannot detect duplicates

ithout h.

In addition to loop and duplicate detection, we include a novel

echanism for overlay path optimization. It allows to use the short-

st paths in the basic overlay between publishers and subscribers by

voiding a hop count field that could be exploited in an attack. Nodes

o not simply forward an advertisement message unmodified, but in-

tead hash the included nonce h via a cryptographic hash function

to value h′ = H(h) first. As a result, instead of a single transaction

seudonym, we are using a hash chain per path. Upon reception of

he same advertisement messages via two different neighbors, it en-

bles a node to compare the length of the two possible subscriptions

aths. For that, it needs to check if one hash value can be mapped on

he other via successive hashing. The value that can be mapped onto

nother, has its origin from a shorter path in the basic overlay.

Using a hash chain rather than transaction pseudonym and hop

ounter yields two major benefits: First, a hash chain does not re-

eal the distance to the publisher (publisher anonymity). Second, ac-

ive internal attackers cannot lie (decrement) about the hash chain to

ather more traffic.

The publisher initializes a hash chain with nonce h and attaches

t together with ta to an advertisement message madv = (ta, h). For-

arders keep the triples (ta, h, v) in routing tables, where v is the

eighbor it received the message from. When a forwarder receives

n already known ta, it checks if one value can be mapped onto the

ther to get to know if both transaction pseudonyms originate from

he same publisher and if there is a new and shorter path.

Fig. 4 provides an example: p ∈ Pa obtains certa from the TTP and

reates an advertisement message madv = (ta, ta
ska
sig

, certa, h) contain-

ng the encrypted attribute, the hash value, the signature, and the
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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Fig. 3. Use of transactions pseudonyms. L

Fig. 4. Distribution of advertisements. Forwarder increment hash ch

Fig. 5. Process of attribute localizatio

certificate. Afterwards, it floods the advertisement to all its neighbors

N(p).

4.4. Matching

Nodes perform matching via binary comparison of pseudonyms.

For that, subscribers prepare attribute pseudonyms ta for their at-

tributes a, and compare the pseudonym with incoming advertise-

ments. In case of a match, a subscription is send on the reverse path

of the respective advertisement.

Fig. 5 illustrates the process of attribute localization (left) via

advertisements, matching (center), and community management

(right) via subscriptions. Here, ta is the attribute pseudonym of the

advertisement, and tx the interest of subscriber s. When the system

contains multiple publishers for a, every publisher p ∈ Pa that receives

an advertisement for a subscribes to it. This ensures the connectivity

of overlay Ma.

4.5. Community management

Attribute overlays, so-called communities, must be maintained

under churn. Furthermore, resulting maintenance operations must

ensure anonymity and confidentiality at the same time.

We use heartbeat messages to detect node and connection failure,

as well as means to exchange management messages in a privacy-

preserving manner. For that, we increase the packet size of heartbeat
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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op detection. Right: duplicate detection.

ements (h → h′ → h′ ′) and merge advertisements when forwarding.

ching, and community management.

essages via padding to enclose the largest possible management

essage. Now management messages can be “piggy-backed” inside

eartbeats.

Nodes leaving the attribute overlay send unadvertise and un-

ubscribe messages to their neighbors. Likewise, a node detecting a

eighbor’s failure acts like having received such a message from the

eighbor. This ensures that obsolete routing table entries are purged

nd replaced with alternative entries.

The Shell Game (SG) shuffles the overlay topology to prevent the

lobal passive attacker from inferring roles from the topology. We use

method inspired by the real-life shell game to restructure an overlay

etwork, without that a global attacker can learn its actual structure.

n a shell game, a ball is hidden under a shell. Then the positions of

he shells are swapped, so that a player cannot tell the shell with the

all from empty shells.

In our pub-sub SG, nodes swap overlay positions by exchanging

heir neighborhood sets. We hide those exchanged messages within

eartbeat messages (cf. community management) and thus prevent

he attacker from observing position changes. Thus, we call this ap-

roach SG algorithm.

Every node starts the SG as soon as it has at least one over-

ay neighbor. When an overlay Ma is created by connecting sub-

cribers with publishers along their subscription paths, Ma is

mmediately shuffled even before the first notification reaches the

ubscribers. Hence, the global attacker cannot observe Ma “before”

he SG takes place. As a result, the subscriber anonymity set for the
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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Fig. 6. Initial state and two steps of the SG. The active node is marked with a dashed outline, swapped nodes are marked in gray.
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A node v first executes the Procedure shellGame upon the con-

ection of the first subscriber. An exponential decay function (line

) terminates the SG. The attribute overlay membership time t(v) of

he node constitutes the variable parameter. Now, the probability of

performing a SG decreases over time (lines 2–3). Nodes not play-

ng the SG schedules another invocation after an exponentially dis-

ributed waiting time (lines 4–7). Otherwise, v chooses a neighbor

∈ N−
a (v) in (line 8, cf. Function (3)), and sends a message to w ask-

ng to swap positions in the overlay (line 9). As a result, w hands over

(N−
a (w), N+

a (w)) to v, and notifies these neighbors. Then v completes

he SG by handing over (N−
a (v), N+

a (v)) to w and notifies these neigh-

ors as well (lines 10–13).

Procedure shellGame(N+
a (v), N−

a (v), t(v)).

Pswap ← e−λ∗t(v);

r ← randomUniform(0,1);

if r > Pswap then

tw ← randomExponential();

wait(tw);

shellGame(N+
a (v), N−

a (v), t(v)+tw);

return;

swapee ← pickUniform(N−
a (v));

N−
a (v) ← message(swapee, new children: N−

a (v) \ swapee);

for n ∈ N−
a (v) \ swapee do

message(n, new parent: swapee);

for n ∈ N+
a (v) do

message(n, swap child: n by swapee);

return;

Fig. 6 depicts an overlay with one publisher, four subscribers, and

hree forwarders (left). The SG is performed two times, the outcomes

re shown at the center/right of Fig. 6. We mark overlay changes be-

ween subsequent SGs in gray and highlight the node that executes

he algorithm as dashed.

In Fig. 6, subscriber s4 initially joins the overlay, and its parent

ode f runs the algorithm to swap with s4 as depicted in step (center).

fter that, the nodes p and f3 obtain new neighbors and also run the

lgorithm. In step 2, f3 swaps with child s3 while p does not swap.

hen, s4 detects another change, new neighbor s3, and executes the

G algorithm.

Parallel SGs may affect intersecting sets of nodes and could re-

ult in a partitioned overlay. The two-phase commit protocol [34,35]

esolves this issue by locking adjacent nodes before starting the SG.

e resolved conflicting locks via a timeout that has the same effect

s waiting for tw. The protocol also ensures that no notifications are
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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.6. Content distribution

Content distribution handles the dissemination of notifications.

ymmetric cryptography ensures confidentiality; digital signatures

nsure integrity and authenticity.

Publishers distribute notifications for attribute a by flooding the

otification through the respective and pre-established attribute

verlay Ma. With attribute pseudonym, encrypted content, and sig-

ature a notifications becomes mnoti f = (ta, {m}Ka
, sig) with sig =

ign(ta||{m}Ka
, ska). The notation x||y denotes the concatenation of el-

ments x, y.

The global passive attacker applies the methods introduced in

ection 2.3 to de-anonymize subscribers. That is, exploit the role dis-

ribution of the attribute overlay, as well as to pick leaf nodes. For the

ole distribution, the attacker has an advantage picking subscriber

rom an overlay mainly constituted by subscribers. Likewise, before

he SG is played, the attacker has an advantage picking leaf nodes as

ubscribers.

To mitigate this attack, we adapt the concept of cover traffic [36]

s Probabilistic Forwarding (PF). PF adds nodes, which are not part of

he attribute overlay Ma, into the overlay. As a result, the number of

odes in Ma increases. Moreover, the global attacker loses the advan-

age of picking leaf nodes as subscribers. Compared to related work

36], we add cover nodes to the attribute overlay rather than just

elaying messages to them. As a result, these nodes become indis-

inguishable from normal nodes. This is possible as our overlay con-

truction supports the notion of forwarders. Compared to the SG, PF

an be applied faster as the protocol overhead is lower.

PF works as follows: upon sending a subscription message, an

verlay node v ∈ Va decides for every basic overlay neighbor w ∈
\ Va at random to forward notifications to this neighbor. That is,

o add w to N−
a (v) (cf. Function (3)). Node w also becomes member

f Va and Fa. The system parameter μ ∈ [0, 1] models the probabil-

ty of choosing w. This concept causes the overlay to grow, and thus

nonSet(a) ultimately increases as well.

Fig. 7 exemplifies this concept. Left: subscribers s1, s2, s4 are ex-

osed as leaf nodes. The attack accuracy evaluates to (3 + 1) ÷ (3 +
+ 1 + 1) = 0.8. Middle: subscribers s1, s3 conceal themselves by

dding cover neighbors. Thus, the accuracy drops to ≈ 0.43. Right:

over neighbors may pick additional cover neighbors by themselves—

over node f3 pulls in another cover node, f4 (accuracy 0.5).

PF causes signaling overhead during content distribution. Further-

ore, PF does not change the inner topology of the overlay. Hence, the

lobal passive attacker can still infer information from this structure.

o compensate the latter drawback, PF can be combined with SG as

robabilistic Forwarding & Shell Game (PFSG).
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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Fig. 7. Hiding nodes dashed, receivers of cover messages gray. Middle: PF with one hop of neighbors. Right: two hops of neighbors.

4.7. Security discussion600

The presented system seems to meet all requirements to anony-601

mous pub-sub systems from Section 2.2.602

4.7.1. Anonymity against the internal attacker603

AnonPubSub ensures subscriber anonymity against the non-604

colluding internal attacker with anonymity sets anonSet ≥ |N−
a (v)| +605

1.606

For publisher anonymity, we assume an internal attacker that pos-607

sesses key material and imposes a subscriber. The attacker constructs608

a tree in G, rooted by himself that contains the shortest paths to609

all nodes. The attacker then removes branches from which he does610

not receive advertisements on the shortest path. Thus, the remain-611

ing branches contain at least one publisher each, and the size of each612

branch forms the anonymity set anonSet for the contained publisher.613

The publisher can estimate anonSet to be at least of size |N+
a (v)| + 1—614

his predecessors in the mesh plus himself. The same argument holds615

for subscriber anonymity assuming an internal attacker imposing a616

publisher.617

AnonPubSub is secure against this attacker, even without PF and618

SG. With PF, the set Fa increases. Anonymity still holds at the behav-619

ior of Fa remains indistinguishable from other participants. Likewise620

anonymity holds for SG as all nodes in Va equally play SG and thus re-621

main indistinguishable to the internal attacker as well. The avoidance622
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4.7.4. Integrity and authenticity 647

The system enforces integrity and authenticity via signatures of 648

advertisement and notification messages to prevent local attackers 649

from spamming attributes and notifications. Subscriptions do not re- 650

quire authenticity as they do not threaten scalability. 651

5. Evaluation 652

After exposing the system to the internal attacker in the previ- 653

ous section, we now analyze AnonPubSub with respect to the global 654

attacker (cf. Section 2.3). For that, we developed a simulation frame- 655

work and conducted a study. 656

With this study, we answer the following research questions: 657

• What are the influences of node degree (|N(v)|) and the ratio of 658

subscribers on the attackers classification accuracy? 659

• Which forwarding probability μ provides best trade-off between 660

low attack accuracy and low signaling costs? 661

• Which SG parameter λ provides best trade-off between low attack 662

accuracy and low signaling costs? 663

• How should parameters (μ, λ) for the combination PFSG be cho- 664

sen to achieve an equilibrium of forwarders and subscribers? 665

5.1. Simulation setup 666

To evaluate our system, we implemented a simulation model for 667
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of node identifiers and hop counts ensures that an active internal at-

tacker does not learn the roles of neighboring nodes while playing

the SG or being involved in PF. Section 5 complements this discussion

with an analysis of anonymity against the global passive attacker.

4.7.2. Confidentiality

The system provides notification confidentiality and subscription

confidentiality. In particular, attributes are only transmitted via

pseudonyms. Notifications are only transmitted encrypted. The TTP

ensures only members of closed attribute groups obtain the key ma-

terial.

4.7.3. Scalability

In terms of memory overhead, AnonPubSub scales proportionally

with the number of attributes and neighbors. As for the communi-

cation overhead, attribute knowledge cause the most signaling costs

due to flooding of the basic overlay. The costs for subscriptions and

notifications are bounded by diameter(G) × |Sa| where diameter(G)

denotes the diameter of the basic overlay.

PF and SG cause additional signaling costs. Each SG between

two nodes v1, v2 requires 3 × |N+
a (v1)| + |N+

a (v2)| + 3 × |N−
a (v1)| +

|N−
a (v2)| messages including the two-phase-commit protocol. We

can approximate |N+
a (vx)| ≈ 1 and therefore require 3 × |N−

a (v1)| +
|N−

a (v2)| + 4 messages. The actual signaling costs of the SG as well as

PF highly depend on the basic overlay topology and have to be ana-

lyzed further via simulation in Section 5.
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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he OMNeT++1 discrete event simulator and by making use of the

NET framework to connect nodes via IPv4.

We assume a fixed basic overlay as determined by the member-

hip management for our experiments. We simulate one attribute

verlay with one publisher as a strong global attacker can elimi-

ate the occlusion of multiple overlays and publishers. We use small-

orld networks generated according to the Watts–Strogatz model

37], initialize each node with its neighborhood set N(v), and sim-

late with parameters and metrics as summarized in Table 1.

The parameter μ models the probability of each node for SG. The

arameter λ controls the exponential decay of SG. We simulate four

ariations of AnonPubSub with this setup: Baseline (BL) for the sys-

em without extensions, Probabilistic Forwarding (PF), Shell Game

SG), and Probabilistic Forwarding & Shell Game (PFSG) for the com-

ination of all protective measures. We measure the number of over-

ay nodes in comparison to all membership management nodes, the

ignaling costs in messages, the number of performed SGs, the ratio

f leaf subscribers among all leaf nodes within the overlay, and the

lobal attackers accuracy for classifying subscribers.

.2. Influence of basic overlay properties on the attack accuracy

To analyze the influence of the basic overlay, we use |Sa|/|V|= 0.1

ubscribers and vary |N(v)| ∈ [2, 16]. For PF, we set μ = 0.7. For SG,

1 http://www.omnetpp.org/ .
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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Table 1

Simulation parameters and metrics.

Parameters

|V | = 500 Size of the basic overlay

|Sa|/|V| ∈ [0, 1] Ratio of subscribers among |V|

|Sa|/|Va| ∈ [0, 1] Ratio of subscribers among |Va|

|Pa| = 1 Number of publishers per attribute

|A| = 1 Number of attributes in the system

N(v) ∈ [2, 16] Node degree in the basic overlay

runs = 30 Repetitions per setup

μ ∈ [0, 1] PF probability

λ ∈ [0, 1] SG decay

Metrics

|Va| ∈ [1, |V|] Size of the attribute mesh

costs ∈ N Signaling costs in #messages

swaps ∈ N Performed SGs
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|Sa ∩ L(Ma)|/|L(Ma)| ∈ [0, 1] Ratio of leaf subscribers in Ma

accuracy ∈ [0, 1] Subscriber classification

ig. 8. Attack accuracy over |N(v)| for BL, PF, and SG compared to anonymity-optimal

ccuracy.

e set λ = 0 (no decay) and measure all metrics after 500 SGs. The

imulations indicate that the subscriber ratio of 0.1 creates overlay

etworks that span across the whole diameter of the basic over-

ay. Furthermore, μ = 0.7 seems to balance anonymity and signaling

verhead.

For BL, we expect the classification accuracy to increase with the

ode degree. A higher node degree leads to shorter overlay paths and

hus fewer forwarders. PF and SG should both benefit from a higher

ode degree and lead to a lower accuracy.

Fig. 8 shows the accuracy for the three experiments compared

o anonymity-optimal accuracy (chances of randomly picking a sub-

criber). With only the BL system, the attacker picks subscribers

ith high accuracy (0.927 for |N(v)| = 2, 0.988 for |N(v)| = 16). PF

nly provides protection with at least 4 neighbors and benefits from

igher node degree (accuracy of 0.787 for |N(v)| = 16). The SG pro-

ides the best anonymity protection (accuracy of 0.29 for |N(v)| = 2).

owever, the protection degrades with higher node degree due to

he increasing lack of forwarders. As reference, |Sa|/|Va|= 0.299 de-

ermines the chances of randomly picking subscribers from overlay

odes (optimum).

Next, we vary |Sa|/|V | to evaluate the influence of the ratio of sub-

cribers on the accuracy of the global attacker. We set |N(v)| = 4,

imulate with |Sa|/|V | ∈ [0.1, 0.9], and measure the global attacker’s

lassification accuracy for PF and SG (after 500 SGs).

With an increasing ratio, we expect more subscribers to take the

roker role, and thus become harder to detect. Hence, the classifi-

ation accuracy for PF should drop. However, high ratios limit the

vailability of nodes for PF. As a result, the accuracy should stabi-

ize or increase for high ratios. For SG, low ratios should lead to the
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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Fig. 9. PF/SG. Attack accuracy in dependence on |Sa|/|V| for PF and SG.

Fig. 10. Attack accuracy over μ, each after publications = {1, 20}.

owest attack accuracy as many forwarders in the overlay can be used

o swap.

Fig. 9 shows the attack accuracy compared to the subscriber ra-

io. The accuracy for PF reaches its lowest point with |Sa|/|V | = 0.65.

ere, μ = 0.7 leads to the optimal mixture of subscribers and pub-

ishers within the overlay. As for the previous experiment, the SG pro-

ides optimal anonymity protection.

.3. Influence of the forwarding probability on the attack accuracy

To analyze the influence of μ as well as neighbor selection, we

imulate PF with μ ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and fix |Sa|/|V | = 0.1 again. We expect

proportional decreasing attacker accuracy when increasing μ, as

his corresponds to a ratio of μ leaf nodes covering themselves with

F. Likewise, we expect proportional growth of signaling overhead.

Fig. 10 shows the decreasing attack accuracy over increasing μ.

ith a fixed neighbor selection (observation of 1 publication), the

ccuracy drops proportionally as expected. However, with a variable

eighbor selection (observation over 20 publications), the accuracy

ncreases significantly. To analyze this effect, we simulate for μ = 0.7

nd |Sa|/|V | = 0.3, and measure after each publication. Fig. 13 shows

n increase in attack accuracy with every publication. Therefore, PF

hould select neighbors only once.

Fig. 11 shows the signaling costs of PF. With 20 publications, it be-

omes evident that PF causes overhead over time for high μ. Further-

ore, PF does not reach the anonymity optimum (accuracy = 0.5).

till, PF does not reach worst case costs of 479 ∗ 20 = 9580 messages

or 20 publications as an anonymity optimal broadcast scheme would

o. Fig. 12 explains this increase in signaling costs according to the

verlay size. Compared to the BL with an attribute mesh of 141 nodes,

F with μ = 0.6 already doubles the overlay size (282 nodes).
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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as expected (bottom plot). However, with a fast decay (λ = 0.5) 788

the SG converges away from optimum. The same effect occurs for 789

smaller values as used in Fig. 16. That happens, as nodes close to leaf 790
Fig. 11. Sent messages over μ, each after publications = {1, 20}.

Fig. 12. PF. Overlay size in nodes in dependence on μ for PF.

Fig. 13. PF. Attack accuracy in dependence on publications for PF.

5.4. Influence of the SG parameter on the attack accuracy

The exponential decay function (cf. Section 4.5, Procedure shell-

Game) controls the behavior of SG. To determine the optimal value

for parameter λ (optimal anonymity with minimal signaling costs),

we vary λ ∈ [0, 0.05], and measure the ratio subscribers among leaf

nodes (|Sa ∩ L(Ma)|/|L(Ma)|). The ratio of subscribers among leaf

nodes tells us the anonymity optimal mixture. The number of SGs

serves as signaling cost indicator. To prevent colliding SGs of adjacent

nodes, nodes initiate the SG at random times drawn from the expo-

nential distribution with mean 5 s.

We expect that every node must swap once across the diameter of

the overlay mesh, i.e., the height of the tree rooted by the publisher.

With |N| = 500 and |N(v)| = 4, we estimate this tree height within

log (500) = 4.48. For the number of SGs, we assume 141 × 4.48 =
4
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ig. 14. Leaf subscriber ratio over #swaps compared to the optimal leaf subscriber ra-

io for anonymity. Time decay.

ig. 15. Leaf subscriber ratio over time for λ = {0.03, 0.04, 0.05} compared optimum

atio. Time decay.

87 (|Va| = 141) SGs to be sufficient to shuffle the whole overlay. As

odes play SGs independently, we expect a duration of 4.48 × 5 s

22.4 s until the system reaches the optimal leaf node mixture.

Fig. 14 shows the average convergence of the leaf subscriber ratio

owards the overlay subscriber ratio without decay (λ = 0). The ratio

onverges indeed at 587 SGs. However, the SG also reaches optimal

atio once before this convergence. This occurs as subscribers already

lay the SG before the attribute mesh is connected. Subscribers then

end to swap into leaf positions as the diameter of overlay partitions

s low in this stage. Hence, the ratio of leaf subscriber fluctuates be-

ore reaching convergence.

Fig. 15 shows the convergence for λ ∈ {0.03, 0.04, 0.05} over

ime. The ratio |Sa ∩ L(Ma)|/|L(Ma)| reaches the target ratio be-

ore the expected 22.4 s, as for the number of SGs. However, |Sa ∩
(Ma)|/|L(Ma)| converges slower towards the optimal ratio than

xpected. This is due to collisions of SGs played by adjacent nodes,

hich cause delay for some SGs. Hence, it takes longer than 22.4 s

o swap 587 times ( ≈ 4.22 SGs initiated by every mesh node). Fur-

hermore, we can see that higher values of λ, e.g. 0.05, cause scatter

ver time. This happens as the decay function reduces the rate of SGs.

hus, successive plot points are based on fewer measurements. We

hose λ = 0.05 as scatter starts once anonymity optimal accuracy is

eached.

Fig. 16 illustrates why the decay function depends on the over-

ay membership time rather than the number of SGs. By eliminat-

ng the influence of the decay function with λ = 0, the SG works
s publish-subscribe overlays, Computer Communications (2015),
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Fig. 16. Ratio of leaf subscribers over #swaps. Each for λ = {0, 0.3.0.5} compared to

the optimal leaf subscriber ratio for anonymity. Swap decay.

Fig. 17. Ratio of leaf subscribers over subscriber ratio, each after swaps =
{100, 300, 500, 700} compared to the optimal ratio of subscribers for anonymity.

positions cool down early. Thus, many subscribers switch back and791
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subscribers and forwarders. Therefore, the SG only requires moder- 817

ate signaling overhead. In our setup, the decay function leads to a 818

new balance between anonymity protection and signaling overhead. 819

In scenarios where the SG does not perform well, the SG and PF can 820

be combined to PFSG at the cost of an increased signaling overhead. 821

6. Conclusion 822

We present requirements for secure and anonymous pub-sub and 823

complement the anonymity requirement with a strong and realis- 824

tic attacker definition. We discuss building blocks to construct dis- 825

tributed and privacy-preserving pub-sub systems and analyze the re- 826

lated work. In particular, we identify that privacy-preserving pub-sub 827

systems provide confidentiality but lack anonymity. 828

We present AnonPubSub for distributed and anonymous pub-sub. 829

AnonPubSub establishes attribute overlays in a privacy-preserving 830

manner. For that, participants obtain key material from a TTP de- 831

pending on their role upon joining the system. Publishers then 832

advertise their attributes by flooding information through the 833

membership management. Subscribers establish the attribute over- 834

lay spanning subscribers, publishers, and forwarders based upon the 835

advertisement, and thus form the attribute overlay. These overlays 836

distribute notifications to subscribers with low latency and moder- 837

ate overhead. Moreover, this construction protects publisher and sub- 838

scriber anonymity against an internal attacker: publishers and sub- 839

scribers remain concealed by forwarding messages via neighbors, and 840

by omitting global identifiers. 841

We introduce two protective measures against the global attacker, 842

namely Probabilistic Forwarding (PF) and the Shell Game (SG). PF 843

pulls additional nodes into the overlay to hide subscribers, i.e., it in- 844

creases the anonymity set. The SG shuffles the overlay topology and 845

therefore prevents exposure of overlay properties to the global at- 846

tacker. 847

We discuss how AnonPubSub meets the requirements for secure 848
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tay in leaf positions.

Fig. 17 illustrates the high sensitivity of SG against the subscriber

atio (cf. Fig. 9). In particular, an increase in the number of SGs by

owering λ (compare 300 SGs with 700 SGs) cannot sufficiently com-

ensate. Therefore, the SG has to be combined with PF for higher sub-

criber ratios.

.5. Probabilistic Forwarding & Shell Game (PFSG)

While SG provides protection against the global attacker for low

atios of subscribers, high ratios of overlay subscribers require PF in

ddition. For instance, if |S|/|V| exceeds 0.25, 0.514 of all overlay nodes

re subscribers (cf. Fig. 17). Therefore, we use PF to increase the ratio

f overlay forwarders. The results in Fig. 12 give an indicator how to

djust μ to lower the ratio of overlay subscribers below 0.5.

.6. Evaluation summary

In this section, we summarize simulation results regarding the ef-

ectiveness of the global attacker against AnonPubSub with PF and SG.

ithout these countermeasures, this attacker is highly effective in

isclosing subscribers. The simulations indicate that PF cannot com-

letely counter this attacker. We identified a linear relationship be-

ween PF parameter μ and loss in attack accuracy. Thus, no optimal

arameter assignment exists, and the trade-off between loss of attack

ccuracy and signaling overhead has to be decided per use case.

The SG reduces the attack accuracy to the anonymity optimum.

he SG works best for low ratios of subscribers as well as low node

egree. The SG converges quickly towards an optimal mixture of leaf
Please cite this article as: J. Daubert et al., AnonPubSub: Anonymou
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nd anonymous pub-sub. Moreover, we complement the discussion

ith a quantitative analysis by simulating AnonPubSub, PF, and the

G. We confirm high effectiveness of the SG to protect anonymity

gainst the global attacker, and identify scenarios where SG has to

e complemented with PF.

In future work, we will elaborate on novel anonymity attack

chemes for colluding internal adversaries in such overlay meshes.

n addition, we will further improve integrity and availability. Hence

e need to study attacks on the infrastructure and need to develop

echanism for a resilient attribute mesh construction without com-

romising anonymity.
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